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"Bro, this must be such a relief to you. Did you hear him say that it was a joke? Hah, a joke!

Damn, it's such a relief!"

I told him, "Violence for violence is a low blow. I'm only going with the flow. We're only venting

today, but we'd better be prepared. Chen Ruhai loves his son and we've definitely offended him

today."

"Forget about him. We've long offended him already. Let's go, unless you want to stay and

watch?"

I shook my head and said, "Bring Lin Kang with you. I have use for him."

"Do you really think Lin Fang's going to come back for him?" Xia Genghuai was curious. "I think

she's run so far that the police can't find her anymore."

"I was wondering what secret Lin Kang has on Chen Yuzhou that would embolden him to

humiliate Chen Yuzhou like this."

Xia Genghuai blinked in surprise. "That's true."

"Detain Lin Kang."

Xia Genghuai brought Lin Kang back to the police station. Not only was he not afraid, he was so

at ease that he acted like he was going home.

He owed so much now that the station was probably safer than outside, where the loan sharks

could get him. At least the police would not lock him in a cage.

Xia Genghuai and I had returned to the police station and just got out of the car when we bumped

into an absolutely furious Xu Xiang.

"Why is that man still here? Why haven't you chase him away?! What's so scary about an old

farmer?"

"Commissioner Xu, we can't do anything. The family refuses to approve the cremation and insists

on viewing the body. He has every right to do so. Even if we don't let him view it, we can't

proceed with the cremation. No one wants to take responsibility if there's an investigation."

Xu Xiang stopped in his tracks and glared at the policeman in front of him. An angry vein

throbbed on his forehead. "You're just afraid of taking responsibility. Don't you understand to

share the worries of your betters?"

"Commissioner Xu, of course I wish to help you. You don't know how cunning the old man is. He

managed to scrounge up so many reporters."

Xu Xiang spotted us coming from afar and told the policeman to shut up. When we brushed

shoulders moments later, the policeman remained silent.

Xia Genghuai locked Lin Kang up. He could only be detained for forty-eight hours.

I presumed that Lin Kang had found out that Chen Yuzhou had previously committed murder.

Other than that, I could not understand why Chen Yuzhou tolerated him.

The video that Lu Yu and Lu Zheng had given me was still sitting in the laptop. I needed to find

the best opportunity to bring it to light before Chen Ruhai found someone to destroy it.

I stayed for a while at the police station. I was planning to pick Chu Xiaoxiao up after work, and

when I was leaving, I saw Chen Ruhai rush in.

Xia Genghuai was surprised. He thought Chen Ruhai might be here for me and told me to hold on

and see what he wanted.

Neither of us expected that he was not here me. He ran straight to the detention cells when he

came in.

Xia Genghuai hurried to catch up and overheard Chen Ruhai speaking to the officer on duty about

bailing Lin Kang out.

Dumbfounded, Xia Genghuai said, "Oh my God, this is nuts. Lin Kang urinated on his son and he

wants to bail Lin Kang out."

"Now what? I don't believe this old man likes Lin Kang. If he's bailing him out, it must be

because Lin Kang has some indisputable evidence."

I told him, "If we let Lin Kang go, do you think Chen Ruhai will find a way to have Lin Kang

killed?"

Xia Genghuai was quick to reply. "Of course, I don't even need to think about it. We both know

what Chen Ruhai is like."

I smiled. "Don't worry. Lin Kang's still alive after offending so many people. He's quite resilient

and won't die so easily. If Chen Ruhai wants him out, can you stop him?"

Xia Genghuai swore. "If it's an administrative detention, I can delay it for a few days. But this is

just a transfer and there's no need for bail. He can leave after forty-eight hours. In addition, if the

higher-ups say so, I need to let him go, otherwise, I have to go."

"Can't hold him?" I asked.

"Can't hold him."

"Then let him go. Make him happy."

Xia Genghuai thought I was joking. He hurried after me and asked, "What exactly are you

planning? I can't tell at all."

"Let Lin Kang go. Don't worry and listen to me. As for why, such secrets can't be revealed."

Xia Genghuai was left scratching his head at me. He initially said that we did not need to do

anything. Based on his connections with Xu Xiang, Chen Ruhai was more than capable of getting

Lin Kang released. The police station was like his backyard.

But I told Xia Genghuai that we could not let Chen Ruhai be the one to get Lin Kang released. We

had to do it. Then, I passed him five thousand to give to Lin Kang and told him that it had to be

given to him where others would see.

"What are you planning? Are you using Lin Kang to get back together with Lin Fang? Wow,

Zhang Chao, I couldn't tell that you're that kind of person."

I grinned at him and gave him the finger, then chivvied him to get to work.

Xia Genghuai did as I instructed. Before Chen Ruhai could approach Xu Xiang, he let Lin Kang

go.

Chen Ruhai was still in Xu Xiang's office when he heard Xia Genghuai's booming laughter. He

ran to the balcony to see what was going on and gaped when he saw Xia Genghuai seeing Lin

Kang out the door.

Not only was Chen Ruhai shocked, even Lin Kang himself could not believe that Xia Genghuai

was being so nice to him.

"Don't cause any more trouble, okay? You're Lin Fang's little brother, so you're like my little

brother. If you encounter anything, come look for me."

Lin Kang could not believe his eyes. Before he could understand what happened, something even

more unbelievable happened. Xia Genghuai shoved five thousand into his hands.

"This is what you deserve. You did well this time. Thanks for telling me."

Lin Kang wanted to ask him what it was he had said. However, he was reluctant to push away the

five thousand in his hand.

What Lin Kang did not know was that there was a pair of vicious eyes glaring down at him from

the second floor. The gaze threatened to melt him down on the spot.

In turn, Chen Ruhai did not know that I was watching him.

Just based on Chen Ruhai's expression and nothing else, I could be certain that Lin Kang had

evidence of Chen Yuzhou committing murder.

The video from Lu Zheng and Lu Yu could prove that Chen Yuzhou had been in the progress of

committing a murder. However, there was no proof of whether the person loved or died, or what

happened to the body. Chen Ruhai was very influential in Tong City. Even if I presented them

with the hard evidence, they might destroy the evidence and overturn the case. It was not realistic

to convict someone of a crime from one year ago just based on a video.

Lin Kang would never tell me if I asked him. He was wily and would swindle me at any chance.

"Lin Kang."
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